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Established in 2005, PI company quickly entered the second-tier of China's insurance 
industry, relying on the brand advantages of its group companies, the differentiation of 
competition strategy and the development of bancassurance. Currently, the PI company 
faces the pressure of transformation and development. Firstly, the capital market puts 
forward higher goals for the company's connotation and value, and requires the company 
to maintain its continuous growth rate. Secondly, the big changes have taken place in the 
bancassurance market. The insurance requirements of the "insurance surname insurance" 
put forward by the regulatory authorities, the banking company and the insurance 
company's capital operation of the strong rise of the industry has had a big impact. Facing 
the change of the market, PI life insurance company urgently needs to make a new 
exploration in the marketing strategy.  
This thesis takes PI Fujian branch as a case study, and aims to propose a marketing 
strategy for the Fujian branch in line with the adjustment of the development strategy of 
the headquarter. The paper uses research methods of combining theory with practice, the 
first comprehensive analysis of the data bank of Fujian insurance market assessment, 
Fujian company bancassurance business of existing marketing strategy, using the related 
theory of strategic marketing project market segmentation, target market selection and 
market positioning, combining with 4Ps marketing theory from product strategy, pricing 
strategy, channel strategy, the promotion strategy four aspects put forward reasonable 
marketing strategy. The core of the product strategy is to meet the two requirements, 
which are wealth inheritance and stability, value increase and appreciation, and at the 
same time, gives full play to the special management of life insurance and pension, and 
finally realizes the breakthrough of family insurance. The channel strategy is the choice of 
CIB, ICBC, Bank of China, and other private business prominent channels. The first 
breakthrough is in the private economy developed areas, such as Fuzhou, Quanzhou and 
Putian, and focuses on six counties in China's one hundred top counties. The pricing 
strategy uses the skimming pricing strategy that starts at a high price and then gradually 
reduces the price. Promotion strategy is that the insurance company and bank share sales 
team through the common communication platform to achieve breakthroughs.  
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第一章  序言 
1 
第一章  序言 
第一节 研究背景 
随着中国的人均 GDP 突破 8280 美元大关，中国寿险行业进入快速发展期。“十
二五”期间，中国寿险主体从 59家增加到 73家，保费规模从 10500亿元增长到 15859
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密斯(Wendell Smith)早在 1956 年最先提出。在此之后，另一位美国营销学家菲利
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